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Abstract

Image-based rendering is a method to synthesize novel views from a set of given real

images. This contribution describes two methods to extrapolate novel views of complex

scenes with occlusions and large depth discontinuities from images of a moving uncali-

brated multi-camera rig. The real camera viewpoints are calibrated from the image data

and dense depth maps are estimated for each real view. Novel views are synthesized from

this representation with view-dependent image-based rendering techniques at interactive

rates. Since the 3D scene geometry is available in this approach, it is well suited for

Mixed Reality applications where synthetic 3D objects are seamlessly embedded in the

novel view.

1 Introduction

Mixed Reality is a rapidly growing field that aims at seamless integration of virtual objects

into live film footage with highest visual quality, while the geometric properties are only of

importance to help achieving the primary goal of visual insertion. Mixed Reality goes even

further and aims at the intertwining of real and virtual objects in a mixed real-virtual space.

Interdependences of occlusions, shading and reflections between both real and virtual objects

have to be taken into account.

In this contribution we are concerned with Mixed Reality in extended virtual studio film

production. In this scenario, a real background scene is recorded and virtualized such that
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virtual views of the real scene can be extrapolated from the prerecorded scene. Real actors

that have been recorded in a virtual studio, and computer-generated virtual objects are then

both merged with the background scene in a seamless fashion. In addition to the process

of compositing, which requires highest quality in an off-line process, virtualized background

model can be used for interactive camera path planning.

In Mixed Reality applications it is neccessary to reconstruct the 3D background scene

with high fidelity. In case of simple scene geometry, few images may suffice to obtain a 3D

surface model that will be textured from the real images. Novel views of the scene can then

be rendered easily from the model. Typical examples are architectural or landscape models

with mostly diffuse and opaque surfaces. In other cases, however, scene geometry and surface

properties may be very complex and it might not be possible to reconstruct the scene geometry

in all details. In this case one may resort to lightfield rendering [11] by reconstructing the

visual properties of the surface reflection. This is possible only in very restricted environments

because a very dense image sampling is needed for this approach. We propose a hybrid visual-

geometric modeling approach where a partial geometric reconstruction is combined with view

dependent rendering to synthesize the visual appearance of the scene.

Visual-geometric reconstruction aims at capturing the visual appearence of a complex

scene by first approximating the geometric scene features and then superimposing the precise

visual features over the approximation. The real scene is scanned by one or more video or

photo cameras. The images from these cameras are termed real views. As we may want to

capture complex 3D scenes with occlusions and possibly view-dependent surface reflections,

we will need to capture very many real view points that cover the complete viewing space.

Therefore we have to register real views that span all possible views of a viewing volume to

capture all possible scene details. While it is possible to capture the required footage with a

single camera, using a mobile multi-camera system as proposed in [22] greatly simplifies the

capturing process.

Virtual views of the scene are novel views that are rendered by extrapolating the visual

appearence of the scene from the most similar real views. The local geometry of the scene as
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seen from a real view is captured by estimating a depth map for each view. Parallax effects

between real and novel views are compensated for by warping the real views towards the

virtual view according to the local depth map. Thus, for visual-geometric reconstruction and

rendering the following four main steps are needed:

1. Capturing the scene from (many) different view points,

2. Estimate 3D position and calibration of each real view in world coordinates,

3. Compute local depth map for each real view,

4. Render novel views from the reconstructed real views.

In this article we present two new approaches of visual-geometric modeling and view-

dependent rendering. Both methods are highly scalable and rendering of virtual views can

be done with interactive framerates by making use of todays standard graphics hardware.

In the following section we will give a brief overview of related work. In section 3 some

fundamentals and common tasks are discussed. In Section 4 and 5 we present two different

methods of visual-geometric modeling and view-dependent generation of novel views. The

advantages and limitations of these methods are discussed in section 6.

2 Related Work

This work is embeded into the field of Image Base Rendering (IBR), where new views of a

given scene are computed from a set of real images showing the scene from different view

points. The roots of Image Based Rendering date back to 1991 when Adelson [1] introduced

the Plenoptic Function. This function defines all radiance observed at every point coming

from every direction; for a dynamic scene the dimension of the plenoptic function is 7. Taking

images of a scene with a camera results in samples of the plenoptic function, generating novel

views from these samples means to reconstruct the plenoptic function.

Shum [19] gives a good review of many IBR systems. He classifies them into three cat-

egories: systems not using any geometry information, systems using implicit geometry and
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systems using explicit geometry.

IBR without Geometry In 1995 McMillan and Bishop published the Plenoptic Modeling

approach [13], which uses the plenoptic function and images for rendering. In 1996 Levoy and

Hanrahan [11] presented an IBR system called Light Field which interpolated new views using

a 4D representation of the plenoptic function assuming a static flat scene. To approximate

the plenoptic function a very dense mesh of images from cameras lying in a regular sampled

viewpoint plane is used. Less dense sampling of the viewing space or non-flat structures result

in visual artifacts when interpolating between views.

In the same year Gortler et al presented their Lumigraph [8]. It uses a convex 3D shape

approximation for depth compensated interpolation. They also suggested an approach to

allow the usage of a hand-held camera and used “rebinning” to map the original images.

However, this intermediate step of interpolation reduces the quality of the images.

Lately, Fitzgibbon [7] introduced a new appproach to generate virtual views by applying

photoconsistency contraints and minimizing energy terms.

IBR with Implicit Geometry Using implicit geometry for image interpolation means,

that no 3D information (model, point cloud) have to be given. But an implicit representation

of the scenes structure is taken from the image sequence it self.

Layered Depth Images (LDI) have been presented by Shade et al. on SIGGRAPH 98

[18]. They combine depth information from several views into one LDI-view by fusing depth

information and adding additional layers for each depth map pixel, if required. Rendering is

performed by splatting after some clipping operations.

Heigl, Koch and Pollefeys [9] presented a plenoptic modeling approach based on images

from a hand-held camera. To generate a new view, each desired ray is interpolated using local

depth information from depth maps. Looking up the color for each ray in three surrounding

cameras is similar to VDTM with three blended textures.

Vogelgsang [20] proposed texture slicing similar to elevation maps. He described two

approaches: source aligned and target aligned slicing. Depth intervalls are calculated on
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the CPU taking projection error into account. Rendering is done by vertex-/pixelshader

combination with interactive frame rates.

Using programmable graphics hardware, algorithms like plane-sweep stereo can also be

extended to IBR [24]. Li et. al. [12] use shape from silhouette to construct the visual hull by

backprojecting images and using alpha and stencil calculation.

In 2004 Zitnick et.al. [25] presented a system for video view interpolation based on a

layered representation. Distinguishing between image regions with edges and smooth regions

allows to choose appropriate rendering methods for each region.

IBR with Explicit Geometry When using artifical models of a real scene, View De-

pendent Texture Mapping (VDTM) is an alternative way of rendering visual effects from

different views. In [4] Debevec et al. describe a real-time VDTM algorithm which uses

hardware-accelerated projective texture mapping.

Surface Lightfields as proposed by Wood et.al. in [23] combine a given model with light-

fields by associating radiance information to surface points of the model. An efficient Surface

Lightfield representation for known or estimated geometry has been proposed by [3]. By

factorisation of 4D lightfield data into surface maps and view maps, compression can and

rendering is performed using programmable graphics hardware. The restriction of a flat

scene is circumvented.

Buehler et al. in [2] proposed their Unstructured Lumigraph rendering which is a hybrid

design between VDTM and Light Field rendering. Unlike VDTM, they do not rely on a

high-quality geometric model, but they need a geometrical approximation of the scene. Also

Pulli et al. in [16] described View-Based rendering as a “method between purely model-based

and purely image-based methods”. Each real view consists of a colored range image, then

several partial models are built and blended together.

All these methods share the problem of relying on one globally consistent 3D model which

is not always possible to obtain. Focussing on the reconstruction of isolated objects, different

methods have been published over the years to obtain such models from image sequences.

But generating models of arbitrary scenes including backround is far more complex. Using
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hand-held cameras typically results in accumulated registration errors, which prohibits to

merge local models into one global model.

When rendering with geometry, different types of graphics primitives can be used. Tradi-

tionally, polygons or triangles are used, but points as rendering primitives become more and

more popular [21, 17, 14, 26].

Our Approach In this article we present an IBR system using implicit geometry. This is

part of a complete production pipeline consisting of scene recording, camera path reconstruc-

tion, depth estimation and visualization. Input data for the view synthesis are calibrated

real views and corresponding depth maps computed with stereo algorithms from the images

itself. Two different modelling aproaches are presented using only local geometry information

from the depth maps. ”View Dependent Geometry” generates a view dependent polygonal

mesh for each new view, while ”Multiple Local Models” is a hybrid approach approximating

surfaces with points represented as quads.

3 Prerequisites

3.1 Calibration

In a calibration phase, all images are registered with an uncalibrated Structure From Motion

(SFM) [15] algorithm where camera calibration and scene geometry are recovered from images

of the scene alone without the need for further scene or camera information.

Real cameras project 3D scenes to 2D images. This can be modelled with the pinhole

camera model. In this model, the perspective projection is described by a Projection Matrix

Mp. The projection of one scene point into an image is given by the equation

z · p = MpP. (1)

The image point in projective coordinates is p = [x, y, w]T , where P = [X, Y, Z, 1]T is the

world point, Mp is the 3× 4 camera projection matrix and z is the projective depth which is

unknown for pixels of a real camera. The matrix Mp is a rank-3 matrix. It can be decomposed
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Figure 1: Left: Overview of the scene to be reconstructed. Right: Camera viewpoints and

reconstructed 3D feature points of the dinosaur and walls as seen by the 4-camera-rig.

as

Mp = K[RT | −RT C] (2)

where the rotation matrix R and the translation vector C represent the euclidian transfor-

mation between the camera and the world coordinate system. The intrinsic parameters of

the camera are contained in the matrix K which is an upper triangular matrix containig the

focal length of the camera expressed in pixel units, the aspect ratio of the cameras pixels,

the principal point of the camera and the skew parameter which models the angle between

columns and rows of the CCD-sensor. During the calibration step, one projection matrix is

determined for each real view.

3.2 Back Projection

Due to the fact that equation (1) reduces the dimension from three (P ) to two (p), this

projection can not be inverted directly. Applying an inverse transformation

P = z ∗ (KRT )−1 ∗ p + C (3)

only gives the direction from C through p to P , but having only p and C, the position of P

depends on z. The purpose of the stereo reconstruction is to determine this z for each pixel

and store it in the depth map. Using the values from the depth maps, we can back-project
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Figure 2: Left: Original image. Right: Depth map fused from 8-neighbourhood. Object

distance is coded in different level of grey ( dark = near, light = far).

2D image points into 3D points using equation (3). Using a multi-view stereo approach dense

and reliable depth maps are computed [10]. Figure 2 shows an image from the dino scene and

the corresponding depth map computed from 8 neighbouring images. Further details to the

calibration and depth estimation can be found in contribution [22] in this special issue.

3.3 Camera ranking and selection

One common task for all rendering methods described here is the selection of real views to

interpolate from. For each novel view to render, it has to be decided which real cameras to

use. Several criteria are relevant for this decision. We have developed a ranking criterion for

ordering the real cameras. In the following, N real cameras Ci, 0 ≤ i < N are compared to

the virtual camera Cv by using a set of ranking criteria.

Distance: The first criterion concerns camera proximity. Taking the viewing direction Av

and the centre Cv of the virtual camera, the orthogonal distance di of each real camera centre

Ci to this ray from Cv in direction Av is used.

View direction: The second criterion is the angle between Av and the viewing direction

Ai of camera i. Cameras looking into directions different to the virtual camera are penalised

because they are less useful for view interpolation.

Visibility: The third criterion is a more complex one, we call it the visibility. It evaluates
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Figure 3: Criteria evaluation. The ranking criteria are shown for two real cameras C1 and

C2. Cv sees 3 samples from C1 and 4 samples from C2.

the scene volume that a given real camera has seen in the context of the virtual camera. For

this purpose very few (nmax = 20) image points are chosen such that the whole image of

the real camera is covered. By back-projecting 3D samples are calculated. These samples

are then projected into the virtual camera and checked for visibility. The number of visible

samples ni divided by the number of possible samples nmax gives a rough approximation of

the region covered by a real camera.

Figure 3 sketches the different selection criteria. Two real cameras C1 and C2 are evaluated

w.r.t. the virtual camera Cv. Distance and viewing angle are given in the figure. For visibility,

the depth samples from camera 1 (circles) and camera 2 (crosses) are projected into the virtual

camera and evaluated. The interpolation mode finally decides how many of the best suited

cameras are selected for view interpolation.

4 View Dependent Geometry

Instead of using one global 3D model, a local model of sufficient size for the desired virtual

view is interpolated from the depth maps of the surrounding real views. This geometrical

approximation is view dependent, which means it has to be updated for each new view. The

fusion of full resolution depth maps from several cameras is not possible in real time, so an
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optimised subsampled representation is generated off-line. This approach has been presented

in [5].

4.1 Sampling the Depth Maps

The depth maps serve as geometry input for the view dependent online modelling that will

be described in the next section. Using the depth maps directly with full resolution is not

feasible due to the vast amount of data. We do not need such high resolution geometry for

view interpolation. Therefore, each depth map is subsampled in a regular grid with a spacing

that is parameterised such that it can easily be adapted to the specific needs. This grid is

located in the image plane of the real camera. At each grid point a 2D median filter is applied

to reduce the effects of outliers and to find the most probable depth. The filtered depth value

corresponds to the distance between the point in the scene and the camera centre. In other

words, it is the length of a ray originating from the camera centre through the grid point in

the image to the point in the scene which caused the image point. Taking the j-th 2D point

pj
i in the image plane of camera i and the corresponding distance zj

i from the depth map, the

euclidian 3D scene point P j
i can be calculated with (3). The 3D point P j

i from camera i is

called sample j of camera i. For each grid point in each camera one sample is created. In

untextured regions of the image it is often impossible to determine the depth. This results

in holes in the depth map, samples in these regions are discarded. Later on in the rendering

stage the geometry in these regions is constructed from the samples from other cameras if

possible. The valid samples serve as geometric approximations that are used to define the

view dependent interpolation surface.

For a better trade-off between performance and quality, a Level-of-Detail (LOD) is intro-

duced at this point. When creating the samples, the desired number of levels Lmax can be

chosen. After their generation all samples belong to level zero L0 by default. To generate

level Lk+1 each second sample from level Lk in both dimensions is moved to level Lk+1. Thus

the number of samples in level Lk+1 is 1/4 of the previous number of samples in level Lk

which is now reduced to 3/4. Filtering the samples before subsampling is not required, due
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to the median filter which was applied when generating the samples.

While rendering with a specific LOD n, the samples of several levels are used in combina-

tion. Rendering with the coarsest level only the samples of Lmax are used. For the next level

Lmax−1 the samples of Lmax and of Lmax−1 are used. In general, if level Ln is requested, all

levels Lx with x ≥ n are used.

4.2 Rendering novel views

The calibrated views and the preprocessed depth maps are used as input to the interactive

rendering engine. For each synthesized view the following steps have to be performed:

• Selection of best real views (section 3.3),

• fusion of multi-view geometry from the views,

• viewpoint-adaptive mesh generation,

• viewpoint-adaptive texture blending.

4.3 Multi-View Depth Fusion and Mesh Creation

The ranked cameras are now used to interpolate novel views. Since the novel view may cover

a field of view that is larger than any real camera view, we have to fuse views from different

cameras into one locally consistent image. To efficiently warp images from different real

views into the novel viewpoint we generate a warping surface approximating the geometry of

the scene. Starting from a regular 2D-grid that is placed in the image plane of the virtual

camera this warping surface will be updated for each camera motion. The spacing of this

grid S = (sx, sy) with sx, sy in pixels can be scaled to the complexity of the scene. With each

point in the grid, a 5-tuple g = {Pg, pg, ig, bg, dg} called grid point is associated. pg is the

2D position in the image plane, Pg the 3D point to be constructed, ig is the number of the

camera responsible for Pg, bg is a boolean marking this grid point valid or invalid and dg is

the distance from Pg to Cv. The bg and dg components of all grid points are set to default

values, which are bg = invalid and dg = ∞.
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To fuse 3D information from the first n ranked cameras, for each camera i the following

algorithm is used:

• Each valid sample P j
i for camera i is projected into the virtual camera with pj

i = MvP
j
i

and the distance dj
i = ||P j

i − Cv|| is calculated.

• If pj
i is not in the visible area, the following steps are skipped and the next sample P j+1

i

is taken. If it is in the visible area, the nearest grid point gn is selected. Due to the

regularity of the grid, this is easily done with gn = rnd(pi

S ).

• If the current sample pj
i has a smaller distance dj

i to Cv then the selected grid points

depth dgn , then the grid points data is updated from this sample, else the update is

skipped. When updating a grid point from a sample, Pgn is set to P j
i , pgn is adjusted

to pj
i , the cameras number i is stored in ign and the new distance value dj

i is assigned

to dgn .

The algorithm proceeds with the next sample P j+1
i . Updating grid points only with samples

which are nearer to the virtual camera (dj
i < dgn) ensures that occlusions are handled correctly.

The samples of the highest ranked cameras are projected first. This ensures that most part

of the new view is interpolated from the best cameras. Only in regions that are occluded for

the best camera, a lower ranked camera sample is used. Figure 4 depicts this situation.

After projecting samples and adjusting grid points, most grid points are valid and contain

3D information suitable to represent the part of the scene visible in the virtual camera. But

because some grid points could be still invalid and the 2D positions in pgn are fitted to

projected samples, the connectivity of the grid points cannot be given from the grid itself.

Using the 2D position of all valid grid points, a 2D Delaunay triangulation of all grid points in

the image plane of the virtual camera is performed. Transferring this 2D mesh to the 3D points

Pgn gives us a scalable approximation of the 3D scene with triangles. The approximation can

be scaled with respect to the sampling density of depth samples and the density of the grid

points for triangulation. This surface mesh is recreated after each camera movement as

viewpoint-adaptive geometry.
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Figure 4: Geometry fusion from two cameras, with C1 ranked higher than C2. Based on the

ranking, C1 will supply most of the information. Only in parts that are occluded for C1, data

from C2 is filled in.

4.4 Texturing

The texturing step effectively maps the real cameras into the virtual view with the help of

the viewpoint-adaptive surface mesh. Several slightly different methods for texturing are

considered. The most simple one is to chose the best ranked camera as texture source. If this

real camera is not too far away from the virtual camera and both have a similar field of view,

the results are good. This is the fastest texturing method since switching between different

textures in one render cycle is not necessary and each triangle has to be drawn only once.

Problems arise when parts of the mesh are not seen from the selected camera. These parts

remain untextured.

To texture all triangles properly it is necessary to select the texture according to the cam-

eras where the geometry originated from. The triangle vertices are depth sample points where

the originating real camera is known. However, since each vertex is generated independently,

a triangle may have vertices from up to three cameras. Here one may decide to either select

the best-ranked camera (single-texture mode) or to blend all associated camera textures on
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the triangle (multi-texture mode). Proper blending of all textures will result in smoother

transition between views and can be executed concurrently with modern graphics hardware

using different texture units.

4.5 Limitations

View dependent Geometry (VDG) overcomes the limitations of standard model-based ren-

dering. It is not necessary to construct one global model, only local models suffice to warp

the images. However, the construction of one mesh optimised for the virtual view results in

a hull wrapping the real geometry. Objects of different depth are connected with the mesh

and an incorrect topology is assumed. This leads to stretched polygons connecting different

layers of depth and producing distortions when textured. Using a fine mesh and a high LOD,

artefacts can be minimised, but computational load increases dramatically. And in an inter-

active environment each new view brings up different artefacts which results in unstable and

flickering video sequences.

5 Multiple Local Models

In contrast to view dependent geometry, the surface structure of the scene in this approach is

approximated by a set of quadrilaterals without connectivity. A local 3D representation for

each depth map is created offline with an adaptive quad-tree and stored as vertex array for ef-

ficient rendering. Similar to Point Base Rendering techniques connections between primitives

are avoided. See also [6] for a discussion of this approach.

5.1 Adaptive Surface Sampling

Starting with a given size s0, the depth map is divided into tiles of the size s0 × s0. For each

tile, a quad in 3D space is created and evaluated for its quality to approximate this part of

the scene. A quad is created by back-projecting the corners of the tile using equation (3).

For quality evaluation, three different criteria are checked and if one criterion fails, the

tile is subdivided into four new tiles with si+1 = si
2 recursively. The three criteria (normals,
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aspect ratio and orientation of the quad) are explained in detail in the following.

q0

q3

q2q1

q4

Figure 5: Five points q0−4 are calculated for each quad resulting in 4 triangles. Evaluation is

done using angles between normals, ratio of diagonals and angle between mean normal and

line-of-sight.

• Normals: For all four corners and the centre of the tile, corresponding 3D points are

calculated by back projection with the projection matrix given the direction and the

depth map values. These 5 points form four triangles, as shown in figure 5. For each

triangle the plane normal is calculated and difference angles are computed between each

pair of normals. If none of these differences angles exceeds a given threshold, the four

corners are assumed to be in one plane. Otherwise the quad is rejected and the tile has

to be refined.

• Aspect Ratio: The ratio of the diagonals of the quad can be used as quality indication,

too. If the ratio exceeds a given threshold (typically 2.0), this means that one of the

four corners does not share a depth level with any other corner. The rendered quad

would be distorted, therefore it is rejected and has to be refined.

• Orientation: If a quad passed both previous tests, a mean normal is calculated from the

four normals and compared to the line-of-sight from the real camera to the centre of the

quad. If the angle exceeds a threshold (80◦), the quad is assumed to connect foreground

and background, which would result in artefacts as described in [5]. Therefore the quad

is rejected and has to be refined.

The recursive refinement terminates when the size of a tile si reaches 2. For a quad from
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such a small tile, only the aspect ratio and the surface normal is checked. If any of these tests

fails, the quad is rejected.

Figure 6 shows an image of a synthetic scene consisting of a planar floor, a nearly planar

background and an occluding object. The wire-frame model demonstrates the tessellation. If

possible, large quads are used to approximate the geometry. Only the regions with disconti-

nuities in depth around the arch are sampled very densely.

Figure 6: This synthetic scene demonstrates the adaptive refinement. Planar regions are

sampled with large quads, while regions with high curvature or depth discontinuities are

approximated with smaller quads. Overall 6382 quads are generated.

5.2 Rendering and Texturing

Rendering a new view starts with the camera selection as described in section 3.3. From

now on, the first Ncam ranked cameras are traversed and for each of them the set of quads is

rendered with the original image as projective texture. To avoid explicit calculation of texture

coordinates, automatic texture coordinate generation is used. This reduces the amount of data

transfer significantly. Drawing all pre-calculated quads is finally done by sending the vertex

array corresponding to the current real camera to the GL-pipeline.
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6 Quality Evaluation

In this section the quality of the image interpolation is evaluated using synthetic and real

footage.

6.1 Ground Truth Tests

To test the rendering quality, a synthetic scene was generated by composing a VRML model

of the “Arenberg Castle” together with a VRML model of an entrance portal to simulate

occlusion, as shown in figure 7. This textured 3D model was then rendered from different views

and screen-shots along with synthesised depth maps and corresponding projection matrices

were saved. Based on this ground truth material, the rendering quality was verified. To

measure the image quality, one view (shown in figure 7, left) from the sequence was taken as

reference image. The corresponding camera was then removed and this view was interpolated

from the remaining images with different methods. The most critical regions are the edges

between the background wall and the foreground portal. Due to the variation in depth,

most artifacts are located here. For better comparison this region is magnified (figure 7,

right) and the reference image is then compared to the different interpolated views by image

subtraction. The resulting difference image serves as visual error measure and additionally

the mean absolute intensity difference (MAD) is given. To distinguish between average image

quality and critical region, MAD values are given for both of them. To emphasise the visual

errors a gamma correction of 0.3 was applied on the difference images shown here.

For comparison only, the most simple approximation of the desired view is used. For this

purpose the nearest image is taken without depth warping (nearest neighbour), in fact, this is

equivalent to standard image interpolation. Figure 8 shows that there are large areas around

the portal where this interpolation fails due to the large image displacements.

The difference image shows that the objects are not rendered at the correct depth, the

MAD value for the whole image is 19.2 and for the critical region it is 26.3.
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Figure 7: An input view of a synthetic scene (left) and a magnified closeup of critical regions

(right).

Figure 8: Rendering (left) and difference image (right) when a nearest neighbour selection

without interpolation is used. The difference image shows that large image displacements

occur especially in the foreground regions. MAD = 19.2(full image) / 26.2(region)

6.1.1 View Dependent Geometry

With VDG, depth compensated image warping with different texturing modes is applied.

The depth maps were subsampled with 128x96 samples, the size of the grid was also 128x96

points. Figure 9 was rendered using only the highest-ranked camera for texturing (single

camera).

It is visible that the geometrical approximation removes most of the more serious errors

resulting in a MAD of 5.4 for the critical region. Due to the discretised sampling and geo-

metrical construction, fine structures like the windows in the background are not modelled
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Figure 9: Rendering with single-camera mode: The depth-compensated interpolation removes

the image displacements, but edge artefacts remain. MAD = 7.3(full image)/5.4(region)

sufficiently which results in the remaining errors. This rendering mode is very fast since all

textures are taken from a single texture map.

Figure 10: Rendering with multi-camera, three-texture mode: Texture blending reduces some

texture edge artefacts, although the improvement is minor in this scene. MAD = 8.2(full

image)/4.3(region)

Using more sophisticated texturing compensates some more errors so that the final visual

quality is very close to the original view. Sharp edges between textures can be avoided by

multi-texturing and blending. The previously mentioned edges between textures are blended

smoothly, as shown in figure 10 resulting in a MAD of 4.3 in the critical region. On modern

graphics hardware it is possible to use single-pass multi-texturing. Different texture units are

loaded with the three textures and then the triangle is drawn only once.
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6.1.2 Multiple Local Models

Multiple local models are generated using the adaptive meshing described in 5. Each model

consists of approximately 6,000 quads. Using only one model for view interpolation leaves

some gaps around the arch. But activating a second real view, most gaps are filled. The

result is shown in figure 11. The MAD value of 3.2 for the full image reflects that the image

interpolation is far better than those from VDG. Especially the critical region around the arc

(MAD 3.5) is reconstructed without significant distortions. All remaining errors are limited

to regions of the size of the smallest quad: 2×2 pixels. The background and the foreground

are not connected with any polygons. Even for a moving camera and switching models no

serious artefacts remain visible.

Figure 11: Rendering with two local models fill nearly all gaps and gives an MAD = 3.2 (full

image) / 3.5 (region)

6.1.3 Comparing Results

In table 1 the calculated MAD values are given in an overview. For Nearest Neighbour

interpolation, the MAD value for the critical region is greater than for the whole image

because of the larger disparity for foreground objects. This results in differences on both

sides of the occluder. Using depth compensated image interpolation, this problem is reduced

significantly, as reflected by the MAD values for all other methods.

With only one active camera VDG gives an image quality of MAD=7.4 for the complete
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full image critical region

Nearest Neighbour 19.2 26.2

VDG SingleTex 7.3 5.4

VDG Multi-Tex 8.2 4.4

MLM 3.2 3.5

Table 1: Mean-Absolute-Difference values for different image interpolation techniques.

image Focusing on the critical region the MAD is reduced to 5.4 because the image border

with the sky is not reconstructed. Activating three cameras, the reconstruction of the critical

region can be enhanced slightly, while the borders of the full image become slightly blurred.

With the MLM approach, the complete image can be reconstructed nearly perfect. Only

at sharp discontinuities in depth around the arch some small differences remain visible. The

MAD values of 3.2 and 3.5 reflects this.

6.2 Real Scenes

The visual-geometric modelling was tested with a variety of real footage. We tested scenes

of different complexity and very different spatial sample rate. Some scenes were taken with a

hand-held still camera and very few images were used. For other scenes we used two or four

cameras of the rig to obtain many images.

Figure 12: Parking lot scene. One original image and the corresponding depth map.

As an example of a complex outdoor scene we recorded a walk over a parking lot with
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trees, cars, and buildings. 214 images (2x107 stereo pairs) with 1024x768 pixels each were

recorded. The covered track was about 35 m, resulting in a spatial sampling between the

images of about 30 cm. Scene depth extended between 3 and 75 m, causing image disparities

of up to 100 pixel between adjacent images. Figure 12 shows one image of the original scene

and a depth map of the right original image to document that a dense reconstruction of trees,

cars and bushes could be obtained.

As example for a scene with complex indoor structures the “Dinosaur” sequence was

taken in the entrance hall of the National History Museum in London. Figure 1 (left) gives

an overview of the hall. With four cameras a transversal scan alongside the skeleton of a

dinosaur was recorded. Due to difficult lighting conditions, a tripod with dolly was used to

avoid motion blur. This scene has a high complexity and many occlusions. The positions and

orientations of all cameras and the point cloud from the calibration is shown in 1(right). One

image and the corresponding depth map are shown in figure 2 (see also results in [22]).

6.2.1 View Dependent Geometry

The rendered novel view for the parking lot in figure 13(left) shows that even small details like

the lamp post and the trees are rendered from new a perspective with high realism and little

distortion. Regions without estimated depth are interpolated. Temporal artefacts appear

when the virtual camera is moved, because for each frame a new model is generated without

any coherence to its predecessor.

The rendering results of the dinosaur scene are shown in figure 13(right). Most image

regions are rendered with high quality. The peaks of the spinal bones are distorted since a

proper depth reconstruction was not feasible due to occlusions. These regions were marked

black in the depth map (fig. 2,right). Due to the connection of foreground and background,

distortions become visible if the camera is moved.
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Figure 13: Left: Rendered new view for the parking lot scene. Right: Rendered new view

of dinosaur skeleton and museum hall. Main bones and hall background are reconstructed

correctly. The peaks of the spinal bones are distorted due to improper depth compensation.

6.2.2 Multiple Local Models

For adaptively meshed local models, the resolution and quality of the reconstruction relies on

the quality of the depth maps mainly. Using the “Dino” scene, fine grained structures like

rib bones are modelled and distortions are avoided because the visible background between

the bones is not connected to the foreground. The structure of the scene requires much more

refinement than the synthetic castle scene, but some regions can be approximated with larger

quads as well. Typically 60,000 quads per image are created.

Figure 14 shows a virtual view rendered from 3 real view for each scene. Problems arise

from regions in the depth maps where the depth estimation failed. During the rendering,

these regions have to be filled from other cameras or they remain black. Activating more and

more cameras leads to another problem. Miss-matches in the depth estimation result in miss-

located quads. The more cameras are active, the more misplaced quads disturb the rendering.

Filtering the depth maps could reduce these artefacts significantly, but small objects would

be removed also.

For image synthesis from a moving camera, the visual quality of the reconstruction is su-

perior compared to the View Dependent Geometry, because avoiding the connection between

foreground and background reduces errors from distorted triangles and re-triangulation.

The depth maps of the parking lot scene are not well suited to construct multiple local
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Figure 14: Synthesised view rendered with quads from 3 cameras.

models. Un-estimated regions lead to holes in the local models. Especially the sky with its

homogenous colour can not be reconstructed. In addition, all depth maps are very noisy

because the depth estimation had problems with the high frequency structures from bushes

and trees. Nearly all quads are refined down to the minimum size representing tiles of 2 by 2

pixels.

6.3 Visually Percepted Quality

When evaluating the visual quality observed by a human, several different aspects have to be

taken into account. Comparing one sinbgle image of each approach rendered from a reasonable

virtual camera position, the quality is comparable if the depth maps have no holes and only

few error. For less reliable depth maps, VDG can give a far better quality then MLM because

of its implicit interpolation.

When comparing a camera sweep, the visual quality of VDG decreases significantly be-

cause of flickering from distortions at edges. MLM in contrast, gives more coherence between

adjacent frames which results in smoother movies. The rendering artefacts of VDG can be

reduced by increasing the resolution of the underlying mesh but the framerate also decreases

to non-interactive rates.
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Figure 15: Mixed reality: The background was generated using VDG and the model of the

Utah teapot was inserted in 3D. The right image is a closeup of the left image but rendered

with a different field-of-view.

6.4 Mixed Reality

Both rendering approaches are well suited for mixed-reality applications. Due to the 3D

representation, mixing real scenes with artificical 3D objects preserves correct occlusions

without the need of depth keying. In figure 15 the Utah teapot was placed inside of the

gallery that was reconstructed from only 15 images.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a visual-geometric rendering system that utilized depth and image data

acquired from an uncalibrated multi-camera rig. The images are calibrated automatically and

dense depth maps are computed from the calibrated views using multi-view configurations.

The calibration, image, and depth data are the input to the image-based rendering system

described in this contrigution.

Two different approachs for rendering novel views from large sets of real images and depth

maps are discussed. View Dependent Geometry creates a 3D warping surface approximating

the scene texture mapped from nearby real views. An adaptive refinement creates Multiple

Local Models using quads. Selecting and rendering several local models assembles the novel

view. This techniques can handle occluded regions and large amounts of real camera views
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at interactive rendering rates of 10 fps and more. Both approaches have advantages and

drawbacks, as discussed before. An open issue is still how to adapt the algorithms to varying

levels of scene complexity.
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